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About This Game

Space Station Alpha is a game where you build and manage a space station in the outer reaches of the Milky Way.
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A few pathing issues, graphics not the best etc as said in the last review. but it does say that it will be updated. As long as the
devs dont do what i read happened on Space Base DF-9 then its going to improve. This cost u00a34 and my house mate has had
more than 4 hours playing it so money well spent. really looking forward to what this can become and finding out what the
"mysterious z plane" will be when the stairs are used. =D keep up the good work.. I actually tried to break the game; multiple
crossing halls, singular pathways for multiple activities, equipment build in the path of critical systems, etc. Nope, worst I got
was someone moved their bed into a common room next to the vending machine. Fun little game, lots of room to grow and
become amazing but well worth the current $5 price tag especially since basic inspection of the options and controls lets you
customize and ease movement speeds and camera angles to fit your computer's abilities or personal gaming style. Are there
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some improvements needed imho, of course, its early access. Doors have to be left open to move air between rooms instead of a
vent system, no que system for construction (it is done as you add it to the "blue print/design" so lay it out in the order you want
it built) and single plane of construction rather than multi-level (personal preference but easier to view and control as is). Basic
first impression review. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heP40lXKB4&list=UUg6fyxrbkNbAkxoNEoZGsqw. This game
has a lot of potential, and so far i love it. This game needs a bit more proformance wise and more to the tech tree and such, but
it came out 4 days ago, and one of the best space station sims ive ever played.. Heres the deal I rarley wright revews so Its
important if i wright one its a great game really, it just need some attention for example i love it but it crashs and there are to
many bugs along with the fact content is a bit acking but if there actuly going to wrok on this game i sugest the take out the bugs
first this game has major potental. It just isnt geting the help it needs.. Simulated tedium. Game hitches when trying to designate
constructions. Tutorial broke several times, so I just skipped it.. This is a very interesting game and I would love for them to
expand on this! Add more races and allow more stuff such as trading I hope they will expand because this could go places if
worked on with a clear goal!. Interesting concept, horrible realisation. Bot's can't find path to door that is right in front of them?
And this very, VERY annoyng sound of dental drill that you can't turn off (yes, you can set music level to 0, set effects level to 0
- and yes, all you will hear - is that drill sound).
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